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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition:
New. 279 x 216 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.In this series
of volumes, we present yet additional propulsion modes. One new mode involves the concept of
wormhole expansion or production in connected and proximate lengths of throats but which then
explosively implode thereby releasing large quantities of energy into a suitable spacecraft chamber,
say for example, a wormhole reactor. The energy can then be used for direct propulsion as in a sail
mechanism, an exhaust chamber, or alternatively be converted to electrical power to operate
electrical propulsion systems. We will use an abbreviated form of the following operator to denote
the implosive wormhole power sources dimensionless propulsive power enhancement factor:
{(Context Specific): }. The operator is context specific in value and may thus vary depending on its
instantiation and location in the two lengthy formulas provided in this series of books. Another
propulsion mode involves speculation on prospects that electromagnetic energy may have hidden
classical variables such as hidden energy and/or momentum. Such hidden variables if existent
might be generally uncloaked or uncloaked to provide additional propulsion energy per unit of
incident electromagnetic...
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The best ebook i possibly read. I have go through and i also am sure that i am going to planning to read once again again later on. Its been printed in an
extremely simple way which is simply after i finished reading through this ebook by which basically changed me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Telly Hessel-- Telly Hessel

This book is definitely worth getting. It usually will not price too much. Its been printed in an extremely simple way in fact it is only right a er i finished
reading this publication where basically altered me, modify the way i think.
-- Aver y Da ug her ty-- Aver y Da ug her ty
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